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ABSTRACT
Surveys have revealed a class of object displaying both high X-ray luminosities (LX >
1042 erg s−1), and a lack of a discernible active galactic nucleus (AGN) in the optical band.
If these sources are powered by star formation activity alone, they would be the most extreme
X-ray luminosity star forming galaxies known. We have investigated the mechanism driving
the X-ray luminosities of such galaxies by studying the X-ray emission of three moderate
redshift (z ∼ 0.1) examples of this class, selected from a cross-correlation of the SDSS-DR5
and 2XMMp-DR0 catalogues. X-ray spatial and long-term variability diagnostics of these
sources suggest that they are compact X-ray emitters. This result is supported by the detection
of rapid short term variability in an observation of one of the sources. The X-ray spectra of
all three sources are best fitted with a simple absorbed power-law model, thus betraying no
significant signs of star formation. These results indicate that the X-ray emission is powered
by AGN activity. But why do these sources not display optical AGN signatures? We show that
the most likely explanation is that the optical AGN emission lines are being diluted by star
formation signatures from within their host galaxies.
Key words: galaxies: active galactic nuclei (AGN): star formation: starburst galaxies.
1 INTRODUCTION
Deep and wide area X-ray surveys (e.g., Alexander et al. 2003;
Lehmer et al. 2005; Kim et al. 2007; Elvis et al. 2009; Watson et al.
2009; Xue et al. 2010) have resolved up to ≈ 90% of the X-ray
background into discrete sources over the 0.5–8 keV band (e.g.,
Lumb et al. 2002; Moretti et al. 2003; Bauer et al. 2004; Wors-
ley et al. 2005; Hickox & Markevitch 2006). The majority of the
objects detected in these surveys are luminous X-ray sources at
z ≈ 0.2–5 with LX > 1042 erg s−1 (e.g., Hornschemeier et al.
2001; Barger 2003; Brandt & Hasinger 2005; Treister et al. 2005;
Silverman et al. 2010). Many of these luminous X-ray sources
are clearly Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN), as demonstrated by the
detection of either optical AGN signatures (i.e., broad emission
lines and/or narrow high-excitation emission lines; e.g., Barger
et al. 2002; Szokoly et al. 2004) or hard X-ray spectra (Γ 6 1;
Mushotzky et al. 2000; Giacconi et al. 2001). However, a significant
fraction of these luminous X-ray sources display optical spectro-
scopic signatures consistent with star formation (e.g., Barger et al.
2002; Szokoly et al. 2004; Eckart et al. 2006; Trouille et al. 2008).
⋆ E-mail: f.e.jackson@durham.ac.uk
The luminous X-ray emission could be due to either AGN activ-
ity where the optical spectroscopic signatures are extinguished or
diluted (e.g., Moran et al. 2002; Maiolino et al. 2003; Goulding
& Alexander 2009), or star formation activity. These objects are
distinct from the population of X-ray dim, ’normal’, star forming
galaxies now being revealed in deep high-Z surveys (e.g., Lehmer
et al. 2008).
If confirmed as star forming galaxies, then these luminous X-
ray sources will be the most powerful starburst galaxies known
(with LX ≈ 1042–1043 erg s−1), exceeding the X-ray luminosity
of the brightest star forming galaxies in the local Universe by over
an order of magnitude (e.g., Moran et al. 1999; Zezas et al. 2001;
Lira et al. 2002; Ptak et al. 2003). However, accurately characteris-
ing the X-ray emission from these distant luminous X-ray sources
is challenging due to their faint fluxes and therefore limited X-ray
photon statistics. Greater insight into their nature can be gained
by selecting the rare nearby (z < 0.15) examples of these lumi-
nous X-ray sources where the photon statistics are much improved
(e.g., Horschemeier et al. 2005). The advantages of this approach
are twofold; firstly the accurate characterisation of the X-ray emis-
sion via X-ray spectral and variability analyses, and secondly the
accurate characterisation of the optical spectroscopic signatures.
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Figure 1. Emission-line diagnostic diagrams displaying the [SII]/Hα vs.
[OIII]/Hβ (top panel) and [NII]/Hα vs. [OIII]/Hβ (bottom panel) line ratios
of a large sample of galaxies, selected from the SDSS catalogue. Among
these galaxies are the three sources being studied in this work, whose flux
ratios are represented by the filled squares. The filled circles represent the
flux ratios of the 16 remaining sources from the cross-correlation of SDSS
and 2XMMp that were selected for their high X-ray luminosity (i.e., a lu-
minosity > 1042 erg s−1). In both panels, the dot-dash curves represent the
Kewley et al. (2001) theoretical maximum starburst line. The dotted curve
in the bottom panel represents the Kauffman et al. (2003) border between
the star forming region and the LINER/Seyfert regions of the diagram. The
dashed lines in both panels represent the Kauffman et al. (2003) border be-
tween the diagrams’ LINER and Seyfert regions. The blue contours repre-
sent the density of line ratio measurements from a large sample of galaxies,
selected from the SDSS DR7 catalogue, with the blue crosses representing
individual galaxies in the outlying region beyond the lowest contour.
Figure 2. SDSS DR7 optical spectra of J082042.4+205715 (top),
J123719.3+114915 (middle), and J140052.5-014511 (bottom). None of the
spectra show strong signs of AGN activity. Also, signatures for star forma-
tion, such as the presence of dominant narrow Hα and Hβ emission lines,
can be seen within these spectra, indicating the existence of star forming
activity within the sources’ nuclei.
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In this paper we present XMM-Newton data and detailed anal-
yses of three X-ray luminous galaxies at z ≈ 0.1. These targets
were selected from the ≈ 80 deg2 overlap between the pre-release
version of the source catalogue of the XMM-Newton Serendip-
itous survey (2XMMp-DR0)1 and the Sloan Digital Sky Survey
data 5 (SDSS-DR5)2. The aim of this study is simply to determine
whether the X-ray emission is powered by star formation, or by
AGN activity. This paper is structured as follows: in section 2, we
give details about the source selection criteria. The X-ray observa-
tions used in this study are described in section 3, along with the
data reduction details. In section 4, we describe the results of the
spatial, spectral, and timing analyses performed on the X-ray data
for each source. In section 5, we discuss the results , and finally, we
conclude the paper in section 6. Throughout this work, we assume
the valuesH0 = 71 km s−1 Mpc−1,ΩM = 0.27 andΩVac = 0.73.
2 SOURCE SELECTION
As an initial step, we cross-correlated the SDSS DR5 and 2XMMp-
DR0 catalogues. From the large number of cross-matches we then
selected X-ray sources that were identified with galaxies possessing
star formation dominated SDSS optical spectra, with no clear AGN
signature. The criteria used included, for example, strong narrow
emission lines, low [SII]/Hαand [OIII]/Hβ ratios, and underlying
continua dominated by young stars.
These serendipitous X-ray bright starburst galaxy candidates
were then further filtered to provide a small sample of objects for
follow-up observations in order to conduct a more detailed inves-
tigation. The main criteria were: (i) unusually high apparent X-
ray luminosity for a starburst galaxy, LX > 1042 erg s−1, and
(ii) an estimated on-axis EPIC-pn count rate in excess of 0.01
ct s−1 for better photon statistics. Nineteen sources were found
to match the first criterion. Of these sources, three were identi-
fied matching the second criterion: 2XMMp J082042.4+205715,
2XMMp J123719.3+114915, and 2XMMp J140052.5-014510. The
characteristics of these three objects are presented in Table 1. Fig-
ure 1 shows the emission-line diagnostic diagrams representing the
[SII]/Hα versus [OIII]/Hβ and [NII]/Hα versus [OIII]/Hβ ratios of
a large sample of galaxies, selected from the SDSS DR7 catalogue.
Included in this sample are the ratios of our three galaxies, rep-
resented by the three filled squares in both panels. In the case of
the [SII]/Hα diagnostic, all three of the sources’ flux ratios lie well
within the starburst region of the diagram. In the [NII]/Hα diagram,
the three sources’ ratios lie within the diagram’s Transition region.
This, however, does not indicate a definite presence of an AGN.
For example, a number of pure star forming galaxies such as NGC
7714, Mrk 711, and UM 304 have flux ratios that pertain to those
of Transition sources (Terlevitch et al. 1991). No evidence has been
reported on the presence of AGNs within these galaxies. The filled
circles represent the remaining 16 sources that were selected from
the SDSS catalogue based on high X-ray luminosity.
We obtained SDSS optical data for the objects from the SDSS
DR7 catalogue3. The sources’ SDSS optical spectra can be seen in
Fig. 2. Optical AGN signatures (i.e., emission lines from broad and
1 The 2XMMp catalogue (http://xmmssc-www.star.le.ac.uk/Catalogue/2XMMp/)
is a subset of the full 2XMM catalogue (Watson et al., 2009). Most of the
details of its production are very similar to the full 2XMM catalogue, as
described by Watson et al. (2009).
2 http://www.sdss.org/dr5
3 The observations were taken in 2002 and are associated with the SDSS-
narrow line regions near to an AGN) are lacking in these spectra.
However, signs of star formation, such as the presence of strong
Hα and Hβ lines, are seen. Along with the optical data, radio data
were obtained from the NRAO VLA Sky Survey (NVSS)4 and
the VLA Faint Images of the Radio Sky at Twenty-Centimeters
(FIRST) survey5 for each source. Using both the optical and ra-
dio data, we estimated the sources’ Hα and 1.4 GHz radio fluxes,
and converted them to star formation rates as per Doherty et al.
(2006) and Bressan et al (2002), respectively. We also estimate the
sources’ X-ray star formation rates as per Grimm et al. (2003). Es-
timated star formation rates can be seen in Table 2. In all three
sources, a moderate Hα star formation rate is seen, ranging from∼
6 to ∼ 30 M⊙ yr−1. Two of the three radio star formation values
are calculated using conservative 3σ upper limits to radio flux, and
therefore only represent upper limits to star formation rates, with
SFR1.4GHz < 95 and < 50 M⊙ yr−1 for J123719.3+114915 and
J140052.5-014511, respectively. The one remaining star formation
rate is relatively high, at 110 M⊙ yr−1 for J082042.4+205715. The
X-ray estimates are a lot higher than these values, at 400, 200, and
1000 M⊙ yr−1. These extremely high values were calculated on
the assumption that the X-ray emission from these galaxies is pow-
ered by star formation alone. This suggests that non-stellar activity
is dominating the X-ray emission. We investigate this possibility in
later sections of the paper.
Because the sources are off-axis in the serendipitous observa-
tions, these data are not good enough to yield high quality photon
statistics. Therefore, new XMM-Newton observations were sought
and obtained for two of the objects (PI: Roberts); two of the three
were also awarded new observations on Chandra (PI: Gelbord)
with the third already being observed at the edge of the NGC 2563
group field-of-view. Details of the full set of XMM-Newton and
Chandra observations of the three objects are presented in Table 3.
3 OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
A total of nine X-ray observations are examined in this analysis.
The archival data sets were either downloaded from the XMM-
Newton Science Archive6 or the Chandra Data Archive7. The three
targets were initially identified at a variety of off-axis angles in
three separate serendipitous XMM-Newton detections (see Table
3). J082042.4+205715 and J140052.5-014510 were subsequently
observed on-axis as the target of follow-up XMM-Newton observa-
tions, with the latter observed on two separate occasions. All obser-
vations were taken in a full frame imaging mode, although in the
XMM-Newton observation 0505930101, only the pn and MOS1 de-
tectors obtained sufficient data for the analysis. This is because the
pn had a full active buffer during the observation, which resulted in
the data begin lost from the MOS2 detector. The overall exposure
of MOS2 was ∼ 5 ks as a result, thus yielding a net photon count
of ∼ 20.
Reduction of the XMM-Newton data was performed using
XMM-Newton SAS version 8.0.0 software. Contamination by back-
ground flaring was present in all observations. In order to remove
DR5 release. The reduction of the spectra was done in 2008, and is associ-
ated with SDSS-DR7 (http://www.sdss.org/dr7/)
4 http://www.cv.nrao.edu/nvss/
5 http://sundog.stsci.edu/
6 http://xmm.esac.esa.int/xsa/
7 http://cxc.harvard.edu/cda/
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Table 1. Catalogued properties of the X-ray luminous starburst galaxies
Source ID Mag a z F25 b R25 c AB d NH e Notes f
2XMMp... SDSS... (arcsec) (mag) (1020 cm−2)
J082042.4+205715 J082042.46+205714.9 16.6g 0.114 9.6 1.28 0.213 4.25 (1)
J123719.3+114915 J123719.34+114915.9 18.3g 0.108 3.6 1.09 0.183 2.56
J140052.5-014510 J140052.57-014510.0 17.7g 0.149 5.4 1.13 0.232 3.89 (2)
Notes: a Observed SDSS magnitude and filter; b Semi-major axis of the D25 isophotal ellipse; c Ratio of D25 major and minor axes; d Galactic foreground
extinction according to Schlegel et al. (1998); e Galactic neutral absorbing column from COLDEN ; f Additional notes: (1) This source was previously detected
in the 0.2 – 2 keV X-ray band by ROSAT , at a flux of 7.6×10−14 erg cm−2 s−1. It was also detected as an infra-red source by the 2MASS survey with a J-band
magnitude of 14.33, and as a radio source in the FIRST and NVSS surveys at a 1.4 GHz flux density of 4 mJy. (2) Also detected in the 2dF Galaxy Redshift
Survey (Colless et al. 2001) as 2dFGRS TGN272Z262, confirming the above redshift measurement. Data for the galaxy properties are taken from the SDSS
catalogue, and the notes result from searches in the NED (http://nedwww.ipac.caltech.edu/) and SIMBAD (http://simbad.u-strasbg.fr/simbad/) databases.
Table 2. Estimated star formation rates for the target galaxies
Source ID Balmer Decrement AVa LHαb SFRHαc F1.4 GHzd SFR1.4 GHze LXf SFRXg
(2XMMp...) (mag) (× 1042 erg s−1) (M⊙ yr−1) (mJy) (M⊙ yr−1) (× 1042 erg s−1) (M⊙ yr−1)
J082042.4+205715 6.55 2.40 3.55 28.1 4.5i 110 5.4 400
J123719.3+114915 4.20 1.11 0.70 5.6 < 4.4ii < 95 2.8 200
J140052.5-014510 7.68 2.86 4.21 33.4 < 1.1i < 50 13.9 1000
Note: a V-band extinction, calculated with the assumption that the non-reddened Balmer ratio should be 2.86; b De-reddened Hα luminosity; c Hα star
formation rate as per Doherty et al (2006); d 1.4 GHz radio flux; e 1.4 GHz radio star formation rate as per Bressan et al (2002). Note that the radio
fluxes recorded in this table for both J123719.3+114915 and J140052.5-014511 are conservative 3σ upper limits; f Initial 0.3 – 10.0 keV X-ray luminosity
measurement based on the 2XMMp catalogue; g X-ray star formation rates calculated as per Grimm et al. (2003). [i as observed by the NVSS; ii as observed
by the FIRSTsurvey.]
this, good time interval (GTI) files were created by excluding pe-
riods during which the count rate in the 10 - 15 keV full field pn
light curves exceeded 1 ct s−1, and the data were filtered to remove
these periods in the subsequent analyses.
Spectral data were extracted from circular regions of radius 45
arcseconds, centred on each of the source positions, with only two
exceptions. In observation 0112840101, J123719.3+114915 is lo-
cated immediately adjacent to a chip gap in the MOS1 data, forcing
us to obtain the data in an aperture of only 12.5 arcseconds radius.
The resulting aperture encircled only 50% the energy of the source.
This loss of area was compensated for by the corresponding source
ancilliary matrix file (see below). In the case of the 0505930301
data, J082042.4+205715 was sandwiched between a nearby source
– not present in the 0108860501 data – and a pn chip gap, caus-
ing the aperture to be shrunk to 30 arcseconds radius (a slight off-
set of the aperture allowed a full 45 arcsecond radius region to
be used in the MOS data). Corresponding background files were
extracted from source-free circular regions with radii at least 1.5
times greater than source extraction regions, or multiple regions
with a summed area equivalent to this. They were positioned on
the same chip as, and in close proximity to, the source regions.
The spectral data files were extracted with FLAG = 0 and either
PATTERN 6 4 for pn or PATTERN 612 for MOS, using standard
XMM-Newton tasks. Response matrix and ancillary response files
were also created as part of these tasks. In all but one of the result-
ing spectral files the data were grouped into bin sizes of at least 20
counts per bin. The spectra from 0112840101 were left unbinned as
the overall number of photon counts (185 ± 55 cts) was too low to
be compatible with model fitting via standard χ2 analysis. Instead,
Cash statistical analyses (Cash 1979) were utilised on the spectral
data (see Section 4.3).
Source and background light curves were extracted in the stan-
dard manner to facilitate timing analysis of the XMM-Newton data.
This used the same regions from which the spectral files were ex-
tracted. For the analysis of this data, we set a minimum signal to
noise ratio (S/N) requirement of > 5 per bin. In order to accommo-
date this, the light curve bin sizes were set according to the source
photon count rate. Table 3 contains details of the temporal binning
corresponding to individual observations. In order to correct for
GTI gaps (due to background flaring) that left substantial time pe-
riods missing within individual light curve bins - and hence gave
erroneous count rates - we created new GTI files on the same bin-
ning as the light curves. These were used when extracting the light
curves, and effectively removed the time bins associated with flar-
ing, leaving only bins containing reliable count rates.
Unlike the XMM-Newton observations, only one of the three
sources was detected serendipitously with Chandra (again, see Ta-
ble 3). This source, J082042.4+205715, was detected off-axis by
the ACIS-I instrument with the camera in the full frame, timed
exposure mode. The remaining two sources were observed by the
ACIS-S instrument in two separate on-axis follow-up observations,
again with the camera in a full frame, timed exposure mode. All of
the data were obtained in the very faint telemetry format.
The Chandra data was reduced using CIAO software (version
4.1.1), adopting standard methods. Spectra were extracted using
the CIAO specextract routine. In the subsequent spectral analysis
the spectral data files for observations 7925 and 9558 were left un-
binned due to the low quality of the data and, as with the lower
quality XMM-Newton data, Cash statistical analysis was performed.
c© 2011 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–12
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Table 3. Summary of the observational data used in this paper.
Source ID Obs ID Observation Instrument b Off-axis angle c Exposure d Detected source Light curve
date a counts bin size e
(2XMMp...) (arcmins) (ks) (s)
J082042.4+205715 01088605011 15-10-2001 EPIC 7.1 16.3 625±61 2500
J082042.4+205715 79251 18-09-2007 ACIS-I 9.7 48.8 278±19 5000
J082042.4+205715 0505930301∗2 04-04-2008 EPIC 0 36.6 4405±133 1500
J123719.3+114915 01128401011 12-06-2003 EPIC 4.7 14.7 185±55 2500
J123719.3+114915 95582 29-02-2008 ACIS-S 0 49.3 134±12 12500
J140052.5-014510 02004309011 02-07-2004 EPIC 11.0 7.5 571±41 500
J140052.5-014510 0505930101∗2 18-10-2007 EPIC 0 21.4 3743±99 1000
J140052.5-014510 0505930401∗2 10-01-2008 EPIC 0 16.4 1760±91 500
J140052.5-014510 95572 11-03-2008 ACIS-S 0 49.4 1780±42 2500
Notes: a Date in dd-mm-yyyy. b EPIC=XMM-Newton EPIC-MOS and pn cameras; ACIS-S = Chandra ACIS-S camera; ACIS-I = Chandra ACIS-I cam-
era. c Angular distance between the pointing axis for the observation (for XMM-Newton this is taken from the pn detector axis) and the source. d The
flaring-compensated exposure time. e The timing analysis light curve bin sizes. ∗ The targets of these observations are recorded in the archive as 2XMMp
J082042.5+205715, and 2XMMp J140052.6-014511, as a result of rounding errors by the proposers. 1 Observations from which the data are archival. 2
Observations from which the data was obtained especially for this study.
Figure 3. Top row: From left to right, SDSS R-band images containing the three sources J082042.4+205715, J123719.3+114915, and J140052.5-014510
respectively. The objects that are the focus of this paper are indicated. J082042.4+205715 is located ∼ 7 arcminutes to the south of NGC 2563, the central
galaxy of the NGC 2563 group of galaxies (e.g. Mulchaey et al. 2003), although our object is clearly located in the background to this nearby (d ∼ 60 Mpc)
group. The other objects are in emptier fields, although both are located close to the line-of-sight to nearby, bright K0 stars. J123719.3+114915 is ∼ 1.5
arcminutes east of the mV ∼ 8 star HD 109771, and J140052.5-014510 ∼ 2.5 arcminutes north-east of the mV ∼ 9.4 star HD 122238. The double source
to the immediate south-east of J140052.5-014510 is a pair of point-like objects with equal magnitudes (g = 17.2), recorded as J140053.49-014520.6 and
J140053.97-014519.6 in the SDSS catalogue. According to the SDSS DR7 catalogue, these two objects have photometric redshifts of ∼ 3× 10−4 and 1 ×
10−3, respectively. Bottom row: Close up images of the three sources, in the same order as above, overlaid with X-ray contour plots. The contour levels start
at 0.09 count pixel−1 , with each successive contour representing a count density a factor ∼ 2.6, 4 and 5.2 higher than the last (left – right across the three
images). The optical data are displayed as above, and the X-ray data has been smoothed with a 1-pixel Gaussian kernel for display purposes.
The one remaining observation, 9557, possessed sufficient source
counts to permit binning to at least 20 counts per bin and model
fitting using χ2 statistics. As per the timing analysis with XMM-
Newton data, Chandra light curves were extracted from apertures
similar to those used to extract the spectra. The bin sizes for the
light curves were again set using the S/N > 5 requirement (also see
Table 3 for the Chandra light curve binning).
c© 2011 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–12
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Table 4. Observed source PSF and simulated (1 keV) PSF details from
srcextent.
Source Obs. PSF Source Source
ID ID sizea sizea size
(2XMMp...) (arcsec) (arcsec) (kpc)
J082042.4+205715 7925 2.91±0.35 2.55+0.29
−0.30
6.49+0.74
−0.76
J123719.3+114915 9558 0.49±0.04 0.47+0.06
−0.07 1.20
+0.15
−0.18
J140052.5-014510 9557 0.50+0.01
−0.02 0.45±0.03 1.15±0.08
Note: a The Mexican hat optimisation algorithm employed by srcextent
fits a 2-D elliptical Gaussian to the PSF; the ’size’ quoted is calculated as√
(1/2)(a2 + b2), where a and b are the semi-major and semi-minor axes
of the elliptical Gaussian respectively. The errors are quoted at the 90%
confidence level.
4 RESULTS
4.1 Point Source Analysis
A first, key test of whether the X-ray emission of the selected ob-
jects originates in an AGN or a starburst region, is whether the
X-ray emission appears point-like at the highest available spatial
resolution. If extension is present, this would confirm that there is
a spatially extended X-ray emission region, consistent with at least
part of the X-ray emission originating in a large starburst region.
Such a test is possible for our objects as high spatial resolution (<
1 arcsec/pixel) Chandra data are available for all three of them.
We show both the identification of the counterpart starburst galaxy
on an SDSS R-band field, and a close-up of the individual galaxy
with Chandra X-ray emission contours overlaid, in Fig. 3. Note that
the obvious extension of the contours to J082042.4+205715 can, to
first order, be explained by point spread function (PSF) degradation
due to its off-axis location in the Chandra ACIS-I field-of-view (cf.
Table 3). The other objects appear compact, consistent with a point-
like source on axis.
In order to best determine whether the sources are truly point-
like or extended, it is necessary to undertake a detailed analysis of
the PSF of each of the sources. In order to do this, we first simulated
the PSF of point-like sources with the same flux and off-axis angles
as our objects. These simulations require the use of both the Chan-
dra ray tracer, CHART 8, and the MARX9 simulator. Firstly, we
use CHART to produce a series of simulated monochromatic PSFs,
ranging over the 0.3 – 10 keV range, with appropriate fluxes and
positions with respect to the detector axis. These PSFs are the result
of ray-tracing through the Chandra HRMA X-ray optics, and still
require projecting onto the detector plane (taking account of the de-
tector response). This functionality is provided by MARX, which we
therefore use to complete the simulation process. We then compare
these simulated PSFs to the actual data using the CIAO srcextent
script10. This uses a Mexican Hat Optimisation algorithm to deter-
mine a ’size’ – effectively an average radius – for each PSF, and
directly compares the two. We show the results from srcextent in
Table 4 for the real data, and the simulated monochromatic PSF at
1 keV.
As Table 4 shows, the observational data does not appear ex-
tended with respect to the simulated data at 1 keV (chosen as an
8 http://cxc.harvard.edu/chart
9 http://space.mit.edu/CXC/MARX/
10 http://cxc.harvard.edu/ciao/threads/srcextent/
Figure 4. Upper panel: Light curve of the ACIS-S observation of
J140052.5-014510 (Obs ID 9557). The horizontal dashed line represents
the best fitting constant count rate over the whole observation. A ’dip’ in
the count rate is clearly visible between ∼ 20 and 40 ks into the observa-
tion. Lower panel: Hardness ratio as a function of time after the start of the
observation, for the same observation.
illustrative example as it is close to the peak of the Chandra ef-
fective area). Indeed, none of the simulated PSFs (over the typical
ACIS energy range) appeared significantly narrower than the ob-
servational data. [In fact, we note that in most cases the simulated
PSFs appeared slightly broader, although the PSFs generally agreed
at about the 90% error level.] From the measured extents, we have
deduced that the physical sizes of the X-ray sources are constrained
to within∼ 6.5 kpc for J082042.4, and to within∼ 1.2 kpc for both
J123719.3 and J140052.5. It is worth noting that the compact na-
ture of at least two of these sources does not rule out the presence
of star formation within the galaxies’ nuclei. It is possible for com-
pact nuclear star formation to be occuring on less than kpc scales,
given the distances of the sources.
c© 2011 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–12
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4.2 Intra-observational variability
A second key distinction between AGN activity and large star for-
mation regions can be made on the basis of their short-term vari-
ability. A large, spatially extended region composed of many indi-
vidual X-ray sources will not vary coherently on short timescales
(i.e. within a single X-ray observation, typically less than a day). A
compact object like an AGN, on the other hand, may readily vary
on timescales of hours (e.g. Lawrence et al. 1987; Markowitz et
al. 2003; Smith & Vaughan 2007). We therefore analysed the light
curve of each observation to search for short-term variability.
Using the background-subtracted light curves, we employed a
χ2 fit to test whether the X-ray data are variable against a constant
count rate hypothesis. To improve statistics, the EPIC-pn and MOS
data were co-added for each observation before testing. All but one
of the datasets were found to show no strong evidence for short-
term variability, consistent with a constant count rate during each
observation. The exception was observation 9557 for J140052.5-
014510, which returned a null hypothesis probability of< 0.001 for
a constant count rate. We show the light curve for this observation
in the upper panel of Fig. 4. In it, the count rate can be seen to drop
by a factor of ∼ 2 and then rise back to its previous value within
a matter of ∼ 6 hours. This implies that at least 50% of the X-ray
emission from this source originates in a region that is no more
than ∼ 6 light-hours across, consistent with the central regions of
an AGN.
We investigate the nature of this ’dip’ in the light curve fur-
ther in the lower panel of Fig. 4, where we display the evolution
of the hardness ratio during the count rate dip. To calculate this,
we split the data into two bands, a 0.3 – 1.2 keV soft band (S)
and a 1.2 – 10 keV hard band (H), and derived light curves in
both, on twice the binning of the original light curve to maintain
good statistics. We then combined these into a hardness ratio as
HR = (H − S)/(H + S), with errors calculated as per Ciliegi et
al. (1997). The figure shows that, other than a significant softening
in one bin (between 10 and 15 ks into the observation), the hardness
of the data remains roughly constant. This includes the period of the
dip (roughly 20 - 40 ks) – although the data points suggest a slight
hardening in this period, it is not statistically significant. This lack
of strong spectral hardening implies that the dip is probably not
originating in a simple increase in absorbing column, lasting for
several hours. Instead, it might have one of two alternative origins;
either it is an intrinsic fluctuation in the output of the compact re-
gion, or it is the result of a Compton-thick medium passing in front
of the X-ray emission region and (at least) partially obscuring it.
4.3 Spectral Results
The third diagnostic test we apply to the data is to analyse the X-ray
spectrum of each dataset. Although AGN are now known to display
very complex spectral phenomenology in the soft X-ray regime in-
cluding warm absorbers (e.g. Blustin et al. 2005) and soft excesses
(e.g. Gierlin´ski & Done 2004), in the absence of high quality data
their spectra are still commonly fitted with simple power-law mod-
els (e.g. in deep surveys, Alexander et al. 2005). Starburst regions
also have complex spectra (see e.g. Pietsch et al. 2001; Read &
Stevens 2002), but, in addition to a strong continuum, these are
dominated by relatively narrow emission lines from hydrogen-like
and helium-like charge states of the abundant low-Z elements that
are present in the hot gas energised by the starburst processes, typ-
ically modelled with an optically thin, thermal spectrum with mul-
tiple temperature components (e.g., Moran et al. 1999; Jenkins et
al. 2004; Warwick et al. 2007). Crucially, these components are de-
tectable even in moderate quality XMM-Newton data (e.g. Frances-
chini et al. 2003; Jenkins et al. 2004), providing a test of whether
the starburst dominates the X-ray emission.
The spectra were analysed using XSPEC version 11.3.2 (Ar-
naud 1996). For the XMM-Newton datasets we had three separate
spectra for each observation of each source (one from the pn cam-
era, and two from the MOS); these were analysed simultaneously,
with a constant coefficient inserted to model calibration uncertain-
ties between the detectors. The value of this coefficient was fixed
to 1.0 for the pn, and allowed to vary in the fits to the MOS data. In
practise, the value of this constant varied by no more than ±10%
between detectors in the majority of observations.
As noted in section 3, most fits were performed using the stan-
dard XSPEC χ2 minimisation techniques. However, some of the
data were so poor they did not meet the Gaussian criteria for χ2 fit-
ting; consequentially we used the Cash statistics option in XSPEC to
perform maximum likelihood fitting to these data. Cash statistics
was only used on observations 7925, 9558, and 0112840101. We
began by analysing the background spectrum for each source. For
the Chandra data we constrained its form by fitting a simple power-
law continuum model to it, using the Cash statistics option in
XSPEC (i.e., ”cstat”). In the case of the XMM-Newton data in obser-
vation 0112840101, we examined only the pn data as the datasets
were heavily background-dominated, and the MOS cameras only
contributed ∼ 20 - 30 source counts each. The background data
had sufficient statistics to use χ2 fitting, and required a broken
power-law plus a narrow gaussian component to produce a good
fit. The source data itself was then analysed, but not background
subtracted. Instead, the results of the fit to the background spec-
trum were added as a fixed component to the spectral model, scaled
appropriately for the relative aperture sizes. The model fitting was
then performed using Cash statistics. The quality of the fit was eval-
uated using the ’goodness’ command, which we set to compare the
obtained C-statistic value to 1000 Monte-Carlo simulations based
on the best fitting model, and provides a percentage of simulated
datasets with a C-statistic value lower than that obtained in the fit.
The spectral fitting was conducted using a very basic absorbed
power-law continuum model. The precise combination of models
utilised was TBABS*ZTBABS*ZPO in XSPEC syntax, where the
TBABS component represents the foreground absorption column in
our own Galaxy, the ZTBABS is the absorption column local to the
X-ray source (and hence redshifted), and the ZPO is the redshifted
power-law continuum. The foreground Galactic absorption was set
to a fixed value, calculated using the NRAO dataset of Dickey &
Lockman (1990) in the COLDEN Galactic hydrogen column den-
sity calculator within the Chandra Proposal Planning Toolkit11,
and shown for each galaxy in Table 1. The redshifts were derived
from SDSS data, and are also listed in Table 1. For both the Galac-
tic and intrinsic absorption columns, the abundance levels are set as
per Wilms, Allen and McCray (2000). We show the result of these
fits in Table 5. The errors quoted in Table 5 are the 90% errors on
the model parameters for one interesting parameter, and the 68%
errors for the fluxes. As an example of the data quality, we show
the four spectra from observations of J140052.5-014510 in Fig. 5.
All the χ2 fits provide statistically acceptable explanations of
the data with a simple absorbed power-law model (null hypoth-
esis probability > 0.05). The goodness criteria for both fits of
J123719.3+114915 are also acceptable; however we note the Cash
11 http://cxc.harvard.edu/toolkit/colden.jsp
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Table 5. Results of fitting the spectral data with an absorbed power-law model.
Source/Obs ID NH Γ χ2/dof C-stat/% EPIC-pn flux ACIS flux
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
2XMMp J082042.4+205715
0108860501 < 10.9 1.62+0.22
−0.19
36.5/42 1.29+0.31
−0.13
7925 < 8.2 1.94+0.15
−0.25
554.1/99 1.63+0.02
−0.14
0505930301 < 4.5 1.73+0.08
−0.04 209/220 2.23
+0.11
−0.12
2XMMp J123719.3+114915
0112840101 < 10.3 0.48+0.29
−0.26
1180/69 1.21+0.26
−0.19
9558 82.0+82.1
−50.2
1.12+0.55
−0.48
343.8/50 0.44+0.07
−0.17
2XMMp J140052.5-014510
0200430901 < 3.5 2.31+0.22
−0.18 25.1/24 1.95
+0.16
−0.35
0505930101 < 4.1 2.59+0.15
−0.11
168/169 2.27+0.14
−0.08
0505930401 4.5+5.1
−3.8
2.74+0.28
−0.20
111/97 1.13+0.08
−0.11
9557 < 5.2 2.06+0.13
−0.10 105/85 2.34
+0.16
−0.1
Columns: (1) Source name, and observation ID for the spectral data. (2) Absorption column density intrinsic to the source (×1020 cm−2). An additional
foreground Galactic column (as per Table 1) is also applied and held fixed in the fit. (3) Power-law photon index. (4) χ2 value and number of degrees of
freedom for the best fitting model. (5) C-statistic for best fitting model (in the cases where maximum likelihood fitting was used due to the low data quality),
with the percentage of Monte-Carlo simulations with a value less than that obtained in the fit to the model. (6) & (7) Observed 0.3 – 10 keV band flux (×10−13
erg cm−2s−1).
statistics fit to the 7925 data for J082042.4+205715 has a poor
goodness (99% of simulated power-law datasets providing a bet-
ter Cash statistic). However, the data for this model is too poor to
attempt more complicated fits.
Table 5 shows that each of the sources displays a very dis-
tinct spectrum. J082042.4+205715 has a relatively hard slope, with
Γ
∼
< 2, but has little intrinsic absorption with a column
∼
< 1021
cm−2. J123719.3+114915 appears very hard with a power-law
slope Γ < 1.6, although its absorption column appears inconsis-
tent between the two observations. Finally, J140052.5-014510 has
both a very low absorption column of
∼
< 5 × 1020 cm−2, and the
softest spectrum with, Γ > 2. Note that all the spectral fits in Ta-
ble 5 are shown in chronological order (see Table 3 for observation
dates).
Although the power-law models provide reasonable fits to the
data, we examined whether there was any evidence for further spec-
tral complexity by the addition of further components to the model.
We only did this for the better datasets, i.e. those that allowed χ2
statistics to be used (all observations of J140052.5-014510, and the
XMM-Newton observations of J082042.5+205715). Given that star-
burst spectra show strong collisionally-excited emission lines, we
started by adding a MEKAL component (Mewe et al. 1985, Mewe
et al. 1986, Kaastra, 1992) to each power-law model, setting each
MEKAL component to the appropriate redshift and to solar abun-
dance. In all cases, the improvements to the fits were minimal. By
setting the MEKAL temperature to 0.6 keV (cf. Jenkins et al. 2004)
and re-fitting for each dataset we were able to place an upper limit
on the contribution of a starburst-like MEKAL component to each
power-law dominated spectrum. In the case of J082042.5+205715
the 99% upper limit was no more than 5.5% of the total 0.3 - 10
keV flux, whereas for J140052.5-014510 the 99% upper limit was
just under 9%. Hence a hot gas starburst component can only be
present in the spectra of those two objects at a comparatively minor
level.
A separate additional component that may be present in the
data is a soft excess, as is found in many AGNs (e.g. Gierlin´ski &
Done 2004). We performed similar analyses to those for the addi-
tion of a MEKAL, and found no strong evidence for the presence of
Table 6. 99% upper limits on possible Fe K line equivalent widths
Observation ID Equivalent width limit
(keV)
2XMMp J082042.5+205715
0108860501 < 2.04
0505930301 < 0.14
2XMMp J140052.5-014510
0200430901 < 12.96
0505930101 < 1.06
0505930401 < 4.85
9557 < 0.86
a soft excess in any dataset (maximum ∆χ2 < 8 from the addition
of a DISKBB model with two additional degrees of freedom).
A final test we performed on the data was to constrain the pres-
ence of a neutral Fe K line. A high (
∼
> 1 keV) equivalent width 6.4
keV Fe K emission line is indicative of the presence of a Compton-
thick obscuring torus, blocking the direct line-of-sight to an AGN
(e.g. Awaki et al. 1991; Ghisellini, Haardt & Matt 1994). We there-
fore added a narrow 6.4 keV Gaussian component to the spectra
(at the appropriate redshift) and calculated the 99% upper limits on
the possible contribution of such a component to each spectrum.
We tabulate the results in Table 6. Clearly, the data for J140052.5-
014510 only rules out a ∼ 1 keV equivalent width line in one
dataset (9557), and even that still has a rather high equivalent width
of∼ 860 eV allowed at the 99% limit. In contrast, the 0505930301
data for J082042.5+205715 places a very stringent 99% upper limit
of 140 eV on any possible Fe K line contribution, clearly ruling out
a high equivalent width line for this object.
4.4 Long term and spectral variability
Our final set of diagnostics are taken from studying possible vari-
ations of both the X-ray flux and X-ray spectral shape between
the different observation epochs, which are separated by gaps of
months to years. Again, we would expect to see little variation from
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Figure 6. Source luminosity and photon index variability in the 0.3 to 10.0 keV X-ray band. The columns show data from (left – right) J082042.4+205715,
J123719.3+114915 and J140052.5-014510 respectively. The errors shown are calculated within a 90% Gaussian range. Top row: Measured photon index as
a function of time. Bottom row: Observed luminosity as a function of time. The errors shown are calculated within a 68% Gaussian range. The values are
taken from the spectral fits presented in Section 4.3 or calculated as per the text, and each row is plotted on the same scale to permit direct comparison.
XMM-Newton data points are indicated by asterisks, and Chandra data by diamonds.
spatially extended X-ray emission regions composed of many com-
ponents such as a starburst region, whereas AGN can vary both
temporally and spectrally over such timescales (e.g. Taylor, Uttley
& McHardy 2003; Sobolewska & Papadakis 2009).
Within the spectral data analysed above we do see evidence for
spectral variability between different observation epochs. We illus-
trate this in Fig. 5 in which we present the four different spectra
of J140052.5-014510 with residuals (pn only in the three XMM-
Newton datasets, for the sake of clarity), and compare each spec-
trum to the model best fitting to the Obs ID 9557 Chandra data.
Clearly the spectra in the top three panels deviate from the shape of
the last spectrum, demonstrating some degree of variability in the
data. We investigate whether this is due to strong variability in the
underlying spectral shape in the top three panels of Fig. 6, where
we compare the measured values of the photon indices between the
different observations. It is clear that the best fitting values indi-
cate that the spectrum of J140052.5-014510 does vary significantly,
over periods as short as months. It is less clear whether this is the
case for the other objects; their power-law photon indices are at
least consistent at the 2σ level (or better) over their observations.
The long-term luminosity variations are presented as the bot-
tom three panels, where the luminosity is calculated from the fluxes
in Table 512. All three objects clearly demonstrate significant lumi-
12 These are the observed 0.3 - 10 keV luminosities, not the rest frame
values. However, we note that the similar, low redshifts of the three ob-
jects lead to relatively small corrections when converting to rest frame
nosity variations over timescales of months, consistent with rela-
tively compact objects.
5 DISCUSSION
The basic question posed at the beginning of this work was: what
can power more than 1042 erg s−1 of X-ray luminosity from a
galaxy with no unambiguous signatures of AGN activity? We have
examined this by selecting three galaxies at a redshift ∼ 0.1 from
SDSS for further study at X-ray energies, based on the requisite
high apparent X-ray luminosity and an optical spectrum betraying
only signs of star formation processes. The work presented in the
previous section details the results of several simple tests with the
power to diagnose whether the X-ray emission originates in star
formation processes, or an AGN.
We find that all three sources appear more consistent with
AGNs than starbursts. Firstly, all are point-like in the X-ray images
(cf. Fig. 3; Table 4), although this is not convincing evidence in iso-
lation given that the physical size limits on any extended compo-
nent are of the order
∼
< 1 kpc at the distance of the galaxies, permit-
ting at least compact nuclear starburst emission to be present. Far
more convincing evidence comes from the time variability charac-
teristics of the X-ray emission, with flux variations of factors
∼
> 2
luminosities, with the increases of ∼ 10% for the hard spectrum source
J123719.3+114915, and < 5% for the other two objects.
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Figure 5. The four observed spectra of the source 2XMMp 140052.5-
014510, ordered from top to bottom by observation date. The top three
spectra are from XMM-Newton observations (we only show EPIC-pn data
for clarity), and the last spectrum is that of the Chandra ACIS-S 9557 obser-
vation. The four spectra are plotted against the absorbed power-law model
best fitting to the Chandra data to illustrate changes in the spectrum be-
tween different observing epochs. ∆χ is plotted underneath the spectra.
seen for all three objects (Fig. 6; Table 5) implying that at least
50% of the X-ray luminosity originates in a region no more than
a few light-years across. In the specific case of J140052.5-014510,
we see its flux halving and then returning to its original value in a
period of 6 hours in the Chandra ACIS-S light curve, implying the
X-ray emission originates from a solar system-sized object, which
– for a luminosity around 1043 erg s−1 – has to be due to an AGN.
Finally, the X-ray spectra of the three objects are all well-described
by a power-law continuum, consistent with moderate quality AGN
data and not the strong emission line-dominated spectra seen from
starbursts. It should be noted that this spectral deconvolution im-
plies dominance by an AGN-like component, but does not rule
out a bright X-ray starburst. In fact, the 99% upper limits on the
MEKAL thermal plasma contributions to each spectrum still allow
for in the region of ∼ 2 × 1041 erg s−1 of starburst-heated gas in
J082042.4+205715 (comparable to the thermal component seen in
many ULIRGs, e.g. Franceschini et al. 2003), and up to∼ 1042 erg
s−1 in J140052.5-014510.
An interesting alternative to an AGN that could plausibly pro-
duce extreme X-ray luminosities without an AGN-like optical sig-
nature is a hyperluminous X-ray source (HLX, e.g. Gao et al. 2003),
the brightest of the off-nuclear ultraluminous X-ray sources (ULXs,
see Roberts et al. 2007; Feng & Soria 2011 for reviews). The most
luminous of these objects, ESO 243-49 HLX-1, is as bright as 1042
erg s−1 in 0.3 – 10 keV X-rays at peak (Farrell et al. 2009; Servillat
et al. 2011), and so if a similar object were located close to the nu-
cleus of a moderate redshift galaxy it might indeed share the obser-
vational characteristics of the three objects in this work. However,
such objects are rare compared to bona fide AGNs – only a handful
of ULXs with LX > 5 × 1040 erg s−1 are detected within 100
Mpc in the 2XMM-DR1 catalogue (Walton et al. 2011), far fewer
in number than AGNs in a similar volume (e.g. Ho 2008), and with
the exception of ESO 243-49 HLX-1 (which may itself be an ac-
creted dwarf galaxy nucleus, e.g. Soria et al. 2010) they are far less
luminous than galactic nuclei. We therefore do not regard this as a
likely nature for any of our objects.
So if these objects are all AGN-dominated in the X-rays, can
we say anything about the type of AGN from the X-ray data?
Firstly, only one of the objects – J123719.3+114915 – appears
hard (Γ < 1.6) and perhaps relatively highly absorbed (NH ∼ 1022
cm−2 during the observation 9558), consistent with a classic type 2
object, although the poor quality of this data should be noted. The
other two objects have much lower columns, with both constrained
at
∼
< 1021 cm−2, more consistent with type-1 AGNs. This is sup-
ported when the data are sufficiently good to place constraints on
the presence of a neutral Fe K line; in both cases high equivalent
width (> 1 keV) lines are ruled out, rejecting a strong reflection
component originating in the torus of a type-2 AGN (e.g. Awaki
et al. 1991). However, both have different spectral slopes, with
J140052.5-014510 markedly softer than J082042.4+205715. While
the slope of J082042.4+205715 (Γ
∼
< 2) is fairly typical for type-1
AGNs (e.g. Nandra & Pounds 1994), the soft slope of J140052.5-
014510 (Γ> 2) is more unusual, and consistent with slopes seen in
some narrow-line Seyfert 1 galaxies (NLS1s; Vaughan et al. 1999).
However, there is no strong evidence of a distinct soft excess – as
is seen in NLS1s – in either object. A piece of optical evidence
indicating the possible presence of NLS1 activity is the line width
of Hβ emission. By definition, NLS1 galaxies emit Hβ with line
widths < 2000 km s−1 (Wang & Zhang 2007). We found that the
three sources emit Hβ at widths considerably lower than this upper
limit (< 300 km s−1). However, these line widths are also consis-
tent with those of star forming galaxies.
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So why is there no signature of AGN activity in these objects’
optical spectra? A number of reasons for this have been suggested
in previous work focused on the nature of so-called ’elusive AGNs’,
i.e., sources that show no signs of AGN activity in the optical
regime, but display signs of AGN activity in the X-ray band. One
possibility is that the regions within the galaxy producing narrow
and broad line emission typically seen in AGNs have been rendered
’invisible’ by obscuration. For example, obscuration of AGN activ-
ity within NGC 4945 by a heavy dusty torus was deduced by Iwa-
sawa et al (1993). Obscuration of the narrow line region may also
be caused by spherical gas clouds shrouding the nuclei of galaxies,
such as PKS 031208 (Comastri et al. 2002). However, obscuration
is not necessarily caused by gas and dust close to the galactic nu-
cleus. Rigby et al. (2006) reported that from a sample of 31 AGNs
at redshifts of 0.5 < z < 0.8, only the most face-on galaxies dis-
played optical AGN activity. This implies that the obscuration of
both the broad and narrow line regions may well be caused by host
galaxy dust along our line of sight (e.g., Moran et al. 1996; Rigby et
al. 2006; Goulding & Alexander 2009). However, given that the X-
ray spectral analysis of the three sources yielded hydrogen column
density upper limit values 6 1021 cm−2, and that the calculated
extinction values from the optical spectra for the galaxies are 1.11
mag < Av < 2.86 mag, obscuration is unlikely to be the cause for
the elusiveness of optical AGN signatures in the sources.
Another possibility is that the broad line regions (BLRs) that
should be signatures of AGN activity may not be seen because
of low accretion rates. According to Nicastro et al. (2000), AGN
BLRs may form in disc winds at a critical distance within the ac-
cretion disc. This formation occurs at an accretion rate > 10−3
m˙ (= M˙/M˙Edd). If the accretion rate is lower than this, the BLR
cannot form. A recent study by Trump et al. (2011) deduced that the
BLR of an AGN becomes invisible if the accretion rate drops be-
low 10−2 m˙. This is because at such low accretion rates, radiatively
inefficient accretion flows (RIAFs, Yuan & Narayan 2004) occur
and expand close to the inner radius of the accretion disc. RIAFs
lack the optical/UV emission of an optically thick accretion disc
and therefore cannot ionise BLRs (Yuan & Narayan 2004; Trump
et al. 2011). In order for a source to have an accretion rate lower
than 10−2 m˙ and to be displaying a luminosity of 1042 erg s−1, the
mass of the accreting black holes would have to be > 8× 107 M⊙.
Using the M-σ relation (Gultekin. et al. 2009) with emission values
from the SDSS DR7 archive, we estimated the masses of the black
holes in the centre of the sources to be 5× 108 M⊙, 3 × 107 M⊙,
and 2 × 108 M⊙ for J082042.4+205715, J123719.3+114915, and
J140052.5-014511, respectively. Therefore, low levels of accretion
activity is a possible explanation for the lack of the BLRs in two of
the three galaxies’ nuclei.
One more possibility is that the AGN activity has been op-
tically diluted by starlight, and indeed star formation signatures,
within the host galaxy. Caccianiga et al (2007) found that from a
sample of of 9 star forming optically elusive galaxies, all of their
AGN signatures were diluted by galactic starlight. A similar result
was seen in the study of optically elusive AGNs by Trump et al
(2009). In this study, 70% of the 48 optically elusive AGN were
diluted by galactic starlight. If we investigate the emission-line di-
agnostic diagrams shown in Fig. 1, we can see that all three sources’
flux ratios are positioned, in both cases, well below the Kewley et
al. (2001) maximum starburst line (it is worth reiterating that the
Transition region of the [NII]/Hα diagnostic diagram does contain
the flux ratios of pure star forming galaxies). It is likely that star for-
mation in the galaxies has strengthened the Hα and Hβ emission
fluxes, thus diminishing the [SII]/Hα, [NII]/Hα, and [OIII]/Hβ val-
ues. If we remove the galactic star formation signatures, our objects
would likely end up within the AGN area of the diagram. Thus, we
conclude that the elusiveness of optical AGN signatures within our
galaxies is most likely due to dilution by stellar activity.
Our results are similar to those of Jia et al. (2011), where
they investigate X-ray, optical, and infra-red properties of 6 Ly-
man break analogue (LBA) galaxies with optical line ratios similar
those of our sources. They deduced that a combination of intense
star formation and AGN activity is likely present within the LBAs
by studying their multi-wavelength properties. Unlike the work of
Jia et al., we were able to deduce AGN presence by looking at X-ray
data alone, due to the superior quality of our X-ray data. Neverthe-
less, both our results and those of Jia et al. agree on the presence of
AGN activity and star formation within both galaxy samples.
6 CONCLUSION
Are galaxies that are both X-ray bright (LX > 1042 erg s−1) and
display no clear optical signatures of AGN activity truly powered
by star formation? Or are these sources powered by an optically-
hidden AGN? In an attempt to answer these questions, we have
investigated the X-ray properties of 3 sources that were taken from
a cross correlation of the SDSS DR5 and 2XMMp DR0 catalogues,
that have both no optical signatures of AGN activity, X-ray lumi-
nosities exceeding 1042 erg s−1, and, crucially, relatively good X-
ray data (a few hundred to few thousands of counts). This investi-
gation was performed using data from 9 observations of the three
sources, taken using both XMM-Newton and Chandra .
To test for the presence of activity within these sources’ nu-
clei, we adopted 4 tests: point spread analysis, intra-observational
variability analysis, spectral analysis, and long term spectral and
timing variability analysis. Investigating the point spread function
of the 3 sources indicates that the sources’ X-ray emission in not
extended. The compact nature of the sources is also evident in
the long-term photon count rate variability of the three sources.
J140052.5-014511 displays short term count rate variability (during
one Chandra observation), and long-term variability in its spectral
shape, emphasising this source in particular must be very compact.
All of this evidence points towards the three sources being X-ray
powered by point-like objects.
The spectral analysis of the sources indicates the lack of star
formation emission from the three sources in the X-ray band. All
three sources’ spectra are well fitted with a simple absorbed power-
law model. When fit with an absorbed power-law plus MEKAL
component model, > 90% of the sources’ flux is constrained to be
derived from the power-law component. Note, however, that star
formation may still be causing a very small proportion of X-ray
emission within the nuclei of the galaxies.
The results yielded from the X-ray studies of the sources infers
the presence of AGN activity within the galaxies’ nuclei. But why
are these AGNs optically elusive? A number of possibilities have
been suggested as to the cause of this optical elusiveness. The most
likely cause for this elusiveness is that the AGNs are being optically
diluted by stellar emission from within their host galaxies.
At the beginning of this study, we asked whether galaxies with
X-ray luminosities > 1042 erg s−1 and that display no signs of
AGN activity in the optical band are truly powered by star forma-
tion, or are they powered by a hidden AGN. By studying the X-ray
properties of three medium redshift objects that display these char-
acteristics, we have discovered that such galaxies are indeed pow-
ered by AGN activity. Therefore, we have deduced that the com-
c© 2011 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–12
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mon assumption that galaxies which display luminosities > 1042
erg s−1 host AGNs appears to be safe.
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